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Overview Purposes/Outlines of the talk

The purposes of this talk:

Why GR is confusing even within classical regime?

Subtleties and “problem of time” in GR

What are the correct Diffeomorphism/Gauge Transformation Symmetries in GR ?

Outlines of this talk:
1 How to ‘guess’ GR from Newtonian mechanics?

2 Conceptual and technical features of GR

Bianchi identities and gauge features of GR

3 ADM decomposition and canonical formalism of GR

1st Class Constraints/Dirac Conjecture & Dirac Algebra

4 How to see Diffeomorphism Invariant as a local gauge symmetry?

Compare GR with Yang-Mills gauge theories

5 How to improve/modify GR self-consistently?

6 Tension between GR & GW; challenges for GR after aLIGO’s GW discoveries
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100 years of GR GR in Simple words

What is GR in a sentence?

1 GR is a physical theory of curved spacetime(Universe) based on the Equivalence Principle

What is the Equivalence principle?

Inertia mass = Gravitational mass, at any one point

Gravitational effect can be transformed away by coordinate changes at any one point

Can’t be explained within Newtonian mechanics
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100 years of GR GR is Equivalence principle

Equivalence Principle realized by curved space-time

Einstein asked: What type of gravity theory can be made to look locally like Special
Relativity by coordinate transformations to locally becomes an inertial frame ?

Einstein concluded: Gravitation must arises from space-time curvature (therefore, locally

at any point we can have a flat tangent space(Guass’s guess), or locally being Lorentzian)

GR in one sentence: Space-time is semi-Reimannian(Lorentzian), with gravity represented

by its curvature & its metric satisfies Einstein’s field equation
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100 years of GR Newtonian Gravity

Newtonian Affine Connecton

1 Use (ξµ=0,1,2,3) to label freely falling observer coord.(neglect frame & coord. difference)

2 (xµ); another set of coord. defined in a global patch; xµ = xµ(ξν) & ξµ = ξµ(xν);

3 According to Newton’s law, even with gravity, in the freely falling frame, d
2ξµ

d2τ
= 0

i.e. m d2x
dt2

= mg, if we now use freely falling coordinate ξ = x− 1
2
gt2 ⇒ d2ξ

dt2
= 0

4 In the (xµ) coordinates; d
2xµ

d2τ
+ ∂xµ

∂ξα
∂2ξα

∂xν∂xρ
dxν

dτ
dxρ

dτ
= 0⇒ d2xµ

d2τ
+ Γµνρ

dxν

dτ
dxρ

dτ
= 0 (1)

Always true and independent of gravity’s presence or not

Newtonian gravity is therefore a theory of the structure of space-time too!

But affine geometry of space-time(measured by paths of test particles) is unrelated

to geometry of time and space(measured by clocks and rods)

If gravity is present, it is via Affine Connection Γµνρ(gravity forces)

Gravity is not an additional force term on the R.H.S. of d
2ξµ

d2τ
= 0

Difference between absence or presence of gravity is if it can always be true in a

single inertial frame or only true in a free-falling frame
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100 years of GR Metric

Metrics in Relativity

1 Free falling frame(SR valid locally), space-time interval; ds2 = −c2dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2

In tensor notation, ds2 = ηαβdξ
αdξβ ; (ξα) = (ct, x, y, z); ηαβ = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1)

In general coord. (xµ); ds2 = ηαβ
∂ξα

∂xµ
∂ξβ

∂xν
dxµdxν = gµνdxµdxν

Sylvester’s law of inertia; number of ± eigenvalues in gµν = ηµν

ηαβ is not Galilean invariant ⇒ Newtonian spacetime does not admit a metric

2 In the absence of gravity we can have a global coord. ξα with metric ηαβ everywhere

3 In the presence of gravity, EOM of test particle still governed by Eq.(1) in relativity,

because arguments leading to it are still valid, except t 6= τ or x0 6= cτ

Values of gµν and Γµνρ at pt. X in an arbitrary coord. (xµ) det’d the locally inertial
coord. (ξαX(x)) in the neighbourhood of pt. X ⇒ gravity is encoded in gµν & Γµνρ

4 In relativity the theory has just one space-time defined by metric and measured by both

clocks and rods and by the particle paths

EOM governed by Eq.(1) & called geodesic eq.≡ δ
∫
dτ(=

√
−gµνdxµdxν

1
2 ) = 0

Interpretation of coord. (xµ) depends on metric, can’t be det’d till metric is known
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100 years of GR Metric and Connection

Metric, connection & equivalent principle

1 In local freely falling coord. metric is obtained from 1nd derivative of ξµ whereas Γµνρ
depends on 2nd derivative ⇒ expect relation exists(gravity potential & gravity force)

2 ξαX(x) labels coord. that are locally inertial at point X

3 In ξαX coord., metric tensor at point X′ is gXγδ(X
′) =

(
ηαβ

∂ξα
X′ (x)

∂ξ
γ
X

(x)

∂ξ
β

X′ (x)

∂ξδ
X

(x)

)
x=X′

4 Equivalent Principle: the locally inertial coord. ξαX that are constructed at a given pt. X
can be chosen so that the 1st derivatives of the metric tensor vanish at X

5 Therefore, Equivalent principle ⇒ gXγδ(X
′) is stationary in X′ at X = X′

6 xµ coord.; gµν(X′) ≡
(
ηαβ

∂ξα
X′ (x)

∂xµ
∂ξ
β

X′ (x)

∂xν

)
x=X′

= gXγδ(X
′)
( ∂ξγ

X′ (x)

∂xµ
∂ξδ
X′ (x)

∂xν

)
x=X′

7
∂gµν(X)

∂Xλ
= Γρλµ(X)gρν(X) + Γρλν(X)gρµ(X) is true at any pt. X in the xµ coord.

8 Finally arrive at the gµν & Γµνρ relation; Γµνρ = 1
2
gµα(∂νgρα + ∂ρgνα − ∂αgνρ)
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100 years of GR Newtonian Gravity & Poisson Eqt.

Newtonian Gravity

To recover Newtonian gravity, requires;

Slow motion dxi

dτ
� dx0

dτ
⇒ d2xµ

dτ2 + Γµ00( dx
0

dτ
)2 = 0

Weak field gµν ' ηµν + hµν

Instantaneous(action-at-a-distance), therefore, hµν is time independent

Γ0
ij = 0; Γi0j = 0; Γi00 = 1

2
∂ih00 = − ∂Φ

∂xi
⇒h00 = 2Φ = − 2G

r

1 The EOM in a Newtonian Gravitational field for x0 = ct = cτ becomes d2xi

d2τ
= − ∂Φ

∂xi

2 Therefore affine connection is related to matter distribution through extension to

a general system of Poisson’s eqt ∇2Φ = 4πGρ

3 Newtonian gravity is therefore a theory of the structure of space-time too!

4 But affine geometry of space-time(measured by paths of test particles) is unrelated to

geometry of time and space(measured by clocks and rods)

5 Relativity is simpler: there is only one geometry, the geometry of time and space as

measured by clock and rods; itself governs the motion of test particles
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100 years of GR GR search

Einstein’s Searching for GR

1 In the weak field limit g00 ' −(1 + 2Φ)

2 Generalizing the Poisson eqt. ⇒ searching for ax( ∂Φ
∂x

)2 + ay( ∂Φ
∂y

)2 + axy( ∂Φ
∂x

∂Φ
∂y

) + ...

3 It is true; gµν(x) = gµν(0) +Aµν,λx
λ +Bµν,λσx

λxσ + · · · ∼ ηµν +Bµν,λσx
λxσ + · · ·

4 Search for object with two derivative in metric; Rσρµν is the only tensor

Rσρµν = (∂µΓσνρ + ΓσµκΓκνρ)− (∂νΓσµρ + ΓσνκΓκµρ) ∼ [∂ + Γ, ∂ + Γ] ∼ ∂.Γ... + Γ...Γ
.
..

Riemann curvature tensor Rσρµν encodes full geometrical space-time data, & satisfy

Bianchi identities Rλµνκ;η +Rλµην;κ +Rλµκη;ν = 0 ≡ (Rµν − 1
2
gµν);µ = 0

Geodesic deviation for particle trajectories xµ(τ)&xµ(τ) + δxµ(τ); expand Eq.(1)

around pt. xµ(τ); D2

Dτ2 δx
λ = Rλνµρδx

µ dxν

dτ
dxρ

dτ
⇒even when gravity force(Γµνα)

can be made zero at pt. xµ, there still exist non-vanishing deviation due to Rλνµρ

5 Under general coord. transformation, the 20 components of Rσρµν transform into linear
combination of each other with coefficients depend on the transformation

6 The Ricci scalar is the only one combination remain unchanged and also the unique scalar
form out of two power of derivatives on the metric
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100 years of GR GR search

Derivation of the GR Field Eqt.

1 Via equivalent principle; can transform strong field∼weak field near ξµ; in this limit,

g00 ' −(1 + 2Φ) & ∇2Φ = 4πGρ; & ρ ∼energy density T00 ⇒ ∇2g00 = −8πGT00

2 For a general distribution Tµν of energy-momentum, we guess Gµν = −8πGTµν

Gµν is a tensor; to the lowest order has linear 2nd derivative in metric dependence

Tµν is symmetric so Gµν is also symmetric

Tµν is covariant conserved so Gνµ is also covariantly conserved for any metric

For weak field G00 = ∇2g00

3 We therefore, in the most general case have Gµν = C1Rµν + C2gµνR

4 Covariant conversed and using Bianchi identity⇒ Gµν;µ = (C1
2

+ C2)R;ν = 0

5 Two possibilities; C2 = −C1
2

or R;ν = 0

6 Reject R;ν = 0 as Gµµ = (C1 + 4C2)R = −8πGTµµ ; inhomogeneous matter impossible

7 Gµν = C1(Rµν − 1
2
gµνR); only in 4d, true gravitational field can exist in empty space

8 Poisson eqt. fixes C1 = 1; Einstein had added λgµν for cosmological reasons(mistake!?)
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100 years of GR Initial Data

Cauchy/Initial Data Problem

1 Given gµν & ∂0gµν at ‘plane’ x0 = t⇒ gµν & ∂0gµν is det’d at x0 = t+ δt if ∂2
0gµν is

contained in the 10 field eqts.

2 But Bianchi identities⇒ ∂0Gµ0 ≡ −∂iGµi − ΓµνλG
λν − ΓννλG

µλ; & r.h.s can’t contain

time derivatives higher then ∂2
0 ; therefore Gµ0 can’t have time derivatives higher then ∂0

3 Thus, it is not possible to obtain the time evolution of gµν from the 4 field eqts.
Gµ0 = −8πGTµ0, rather as CONSTRAINTS on the initial data; gµν & ∂0gµν at t = t0

4 So, when solving the 10 ∂2
0gµν from the left over 6 dynamical eqts, Gij = −8πGT ij ,

⇒ there must be a 4-fold ambiguity

5 That means one can only det’d the 6 ∂2
0gij but leave another 4 ∂2

0gµ0 undetermined & fix
the ambiguities by imposing 4 coord. conditions(free choices of lapse(N) & shift(Ni))

6 Need to solve the 4 non-linear constraints(or initial data) that respect the
symmetries(allow by field eqts) before one can evolve and obtain a solution

7 The 4 constraints in the Gµ0 field eqts. are the Hamiltonian & Momentum Constraint

8 We shall discuss these constraints in full details in the Dirac algebra session
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100 years of GR EH Action

General 4-covariance Einstein-Hilbert Action

Einstein-Hilbert Action

1

16πG

∫
d4x
√
−g(R− 2Λ)

Locally at any point, gµν = ηµν + ∂∂g...⇒ equivalent principle reinforced

Ricci scalar R = gµνRµν ; constructed from Ricci tensor(the only scalar)

Ricci tensor constructed from Riemann curvature tensor Rτν(x) = gρµRρτµν

Full geometrical data is encoded in the Riemann curvature tensor

Any tensor can be irreducibly deccomposed into the trace & traceless part

The traceless Weyl tensor drops out from the Einstein-Hilbert action

Need extra input(s) to fix the Weyl tensor(the conformal structures) in Einstein’s GR
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100 years of GR Higher orders

Effective theory of Einstein Gravity

1 More powers of derivatives and the long distance expansion⇒generalized Poisson eqt.

∇2Φ(~x) + l2∇2∇2Φ(~x) = 4πGρ(~x)⇒ Φ ∼ GM

r(1+ l2

r2
)
∼ GM

r
(1− l2

r2
)

l characterises typical scale deviates from Newton’s 1
r2

law, i.e. l . 1mm

2 Correspondingly, adding higher derivative terms to the Einstein-Hilbert action

S = M2
p

∫
d4x
√
−g
(

1
lc

+R+ l2(αR2 + βRµνRµν + γRµνρσRµνρσ) + · · ·
)

For l = lp = ~
Mpc

; higher terms are suppressed by ∼ (
lp
L

)2

Some guesses/observations about the Cosmological constant Λ

If define action as S ∼
∫
d4x
√
−g(Λ + R

G
+ · · · )⇒ Λ can be regarded as energy density

Evac ∼ Σ(k)~ω(k), as V →∞, Λ ∼ [V
∫
d3kω(k)]
V

∼
∫Mc dkk2k ∼ M4

c ; usually one

expects Mc ∼ Mp ∼ 1019Gev, observationally, MΛ ∼ (10−3eV )4; an 10123 discrepancy

Or define action as S ∼
∫
d4x
√
−g 1

G
(λ + R + · · · )⇒ Λ can be regarded as curvature

Identifying Λ ≡ l−4
Λ , then lΛ ∼

√
lplu is the geometrical mean of the smallest

and largest lengths in the Universe
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100 years of GR 100 years of confusions

Why GR is still confusing even till today?

1 Math was not sufficiently refined in 1917 to cleave apart the demands for ‘no prior
geometry’ & geometric, coordinate independent formulation of physics

2 Einstein described both demands by a single phrase, ‘general covariance’. The ‘no prior
geometry(frame independent)’ demand actually fathered GR, but by doing so
anonymously, disguised as ‘general covariance’, it also fathered a century of confusion

3 People confuse between covariance and frame(geometry) independence, i.e. writing

Newtonian mechanics in covariant form m d~v
dt

= ~F (ironically, Einstein didn’t believe this
was possible!) doesn’t mean that it is background frame independent as demonstrated

4 Throughout his life, Einstein had never completely succeeded in response to
Kretschmann(1915)’s critics that General Covariance is vacuous

5 People(include Einstein) doesn’t understand difference between general covariance and
symmetries(gauge) of the fields in the theory & also fails in identifying the true
symmetries of GR; general covariance is not equivalent to the gauge symmetries of GR; i.e
QED is covariant, but its symmetry is U(1) electric charge conservation
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100 years of GR Eye catching words cause confusions

Majors fallacy of convetional sayings

1 Curvature tells matter to move and matter tells spacetime to curve; but why these
eye-catching & innocent slogans create confusions:

It is not curvature but the Hamiltonian who is telling how everybody shall move

Newton’s law, Force = ṗ = {p,H} is still there even in GR

One should construct usual dynamics of q̇ij

2 Geometrization of forces made energy and momentum ill defined

Energy = Force x Space

Momentum = Force x Time

If forces become curvature, energy and momentum become ill defined

3 Evolution of geometry itself is dictated by the Hamiltonian

4 Newtonian mechanics is good, only 1st law become problematic due to

definition of inertial frame in curved spacetime

5 Weyl curvature tensor(conformal structure) which describes real gravitational d.o.f drops

out from GR(matter can’t tell spacetime how to curve completely), explains why naive

quantization of GR is not renormalizable(lack of conformal structure)
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Time Causality lost in GR

Causality & problem of Time in GR

1 Absolute spacetime provide/guarantee causality in Newtonian Mechanics

2 Causality defined locally by the light cone in GR

3 Gödel Universe allows one to travel to any point in the Universe within light speed

Gödel Universe causes the lost of Causality in GR

Chronology Protection scheme doesn’t confront the problem at heart

Problem of Time becomes GR’s problem at heart
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Covariance Invariance

Covariance Vs Invariance

1 Differences between invariance and covariance w.r.t a set of transfs:

Invariance means that the physical observables of the system are not
changed by the transformations

Covariance means that the system is invariant, and that this invariance
is manifest in the formulation of the theory

2 Thus, a system that is not formulated in a covariant way might still
be invariant, but it may not be obvious that this is so (not manifest)
without detailed examination; i.e. Hamiltonian formulation of QED in
the early days
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ADM 3+1 Decomposition

ADM 3+1 Decomposition: A way to see dynamics in GR

ADM Deccomposition

ds2 = −Ndt2 + qij [N
idt+Ndxi][Njdt+Ndxj ]

S = 1
16πG

∫
d4x
√
−g(R− 2)Λ

= 1
16πG

∫
dtd3x(πij q̇ij −NiHi −NH)

Hi(~x), H(~x) Super-momentum&Hamiltonian Constraints

Hi(~x) = − 2
16πG

∇jπ
j
i (=0)

H(~x) = 8πG√
q
Gijklπ

ijπkl−
√
q

8πG
(R(q)− 2Λ)(=0)

Lapse & Shift N(~x) & Ni(~x) are Lagrange multipliers

1st 50 yrs of GR was wasted in finding particular solutions; reborn at initial value problem

Geometrical in natural; same number of points on the hyper-surfaces, all take care by qij
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Overview Dirac Conjecture

Dirac Conjecture

1 Knowing all the first-class constraints is sufficient to derive the Gauge Transf. Symmetries

2 Gauge Transformation of fields are generated by the first-class constraint G in the theroy:

δGauge (field) = {G, field}

3 In QED, Gauss’s Law constraint, G = ∇ · E = 0; generates δA = ∇ · Λ = {G[Λ], A}

4 In GR, the corresponding Gauss Law constraint is the momentum constraint

Hi(~x) = − 2
16πG

∇jπji (=0) generates δ ~N qij = L ~N qij , δ ~Nπ
ij = L ~Nπ

ij

5 Needs care to det’d if the Hamiltonian const. generates correct Temporal gauge transf.

6 After examining the features of the Hamiltonian constarint, Dirac guessed that 4d

covariance is not a symmetry of space-time

7 Corresponding Hamiltonian and Momentum constraints for GR was only worked out

almost 50 years after GR’s birth by Skinner, Dirac...
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Dirac Algebra Dirac Algebra of GR

Dirac Algebra of GR

1 On shell, 1st class constraints of GR generate 4d Diff. gauge sym. & obey Dirac Algebra

{Hi[N i],Hj [Mj ]} = Hi[(L ~NM)i]

{Hi[N i],H[M ]} = H[L ~NM ]

{H[N ],H[M ]} = Hi[(gij(x)(N∂jM −M∂jN)]

2 Algebra depends on structure function(not Lie Algebra) qij ; not really algebra of 4d Diff.

3 Hamiltonian constraint only generates temporal gauge symmetry transformation on shell

Temporal Gauge Sym.

{
δN qij = {qij ,H[N ]} = LN qij [mod. EOM]

δNπ
ij = {πij ,H[N ]} = Nq−

1
2 (πqij − πij) = LNπij

H(x) = 0 is a const. but doesn’t generate gauge sy. instead; real Diff.(evolution)

Need quant. considerations to det’d if H(x) = 0 generates gauge symmetry transf.

4 Momentum constraint does generate correct 3d spatial Diff. gauge sym. transf. for GR

3d Diff. Inv. Gauge Sym.

{
δ ~N qij = {qij ,Hi[N i]} = L ~N qij
δ ~Nπ

ij = {πij ,Hi[N i]} = L ~Nπ
ij
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Time What is Time?

Time is confusing in GR

Hamiltonian bears dual roles in General relativity

Hamiltonian generates dynamical evolutions, i.e. q̇ = {q,H}
H(x) = 0 leads to frozen dynamics even in Quantum regime; U = T exp i

∫
Hdt = 1

Hamiltonian density, H(x) = 0 is a first-class constraint and generates Temporal Diff.

Gauge Transformations, like Gauss law in QED generates U(1) gauge symmetries

But, time can’t be a guage

⇒ Dual roles of H must be resolved; H: To be or not to be

Hamiltonian const.’s role & problem of time can’t be resolved within classical regime ∴ QM

is needed at fundamental level; also requires deeper insight into structures of Gauge Th.
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Overview What is gauge & what is not gauge?l

What are gauge fields?

1 Gauge fields allow one to make changes/relabelling locally at a point

2 To make changes/relabelings possible, there must exist redundant components within the
field configurations

3 Since dynamics only deal with real dynamical d.o.f, therefore one needs to constraints the
redundant components

4 Using gauge symmetry instead of constraint terminology causes confusions

5 In QF, all symmetry/constraint operators had to be constructed from the QFs in the
theory, not deduced from coord. transf. because coord. are just dummies

6 Constraint is not easy to appreciate classically; quantum mechanically, it is simply that
physical Quantum States are invariant under the relabelling of field components

7 Invariant of Quantum States limits the constraint operators(which generate gauge
symmetry transformations) to be 1st-order in canonical momentum

8 From constraint pt. of view, there shouldn’t be differences between internal & external
gauge symmetries
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Constraints in Quantum regime Infinitesimal Gauge Transformation Generators

Constraints as Gauge Sym. generators

1 Gauge Inv. means:

Ψ[Aia + δgaugeAia] = Ψ[Aia]

Constraint annihilates Gauge Inv. states, CΨ[Aia] = 0

Constraints generate Gauge symmetry transf. and be 1st order in canonical mom.

2 GR w.r.t spatial Diff. is in fact a gauge theory with metric as gauge variable

Ψ[qij + δgaugeqij ] = Ψ[qij ] +
(((((((((((∫

(δgaugeqij(x))
δΨ

δqij(x)
d3x = Ψ[qij ]

Since δgaugeqij = L ~N qij ; π̃
ij = ~

i
δ
δqij

therefore
∫
N iHi d

3xΨ[qij ] = 0

Constraints quadratic in mom.(i.e. Hamilt. const.), can’t achieve this invariance

Despite that 3d Diff. group is not a ∞ tensor product group at every point as in

ordinary gauge theory, GR is indeed a gauge theory but not of the principle fibre type
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Overview What is gauge transformation

General Covariance as Gauge sy. transf.

1 What is Gauge transformations?

i.e. in QED; δgaugeAµ(x) = ∂µΛ(x), where changes(relabellings) of field variables

are written in the same point and the same coordinate frame of reference

2 Under General Coordinate transformations(GL(4R))

x′µ = fµ (xν); g′µν (x′) = ∂x′µ

∂xα
∂x′ν

∂xβ
gαβ (x) not very much like Gauge Transf.!

3 However, under infinitesimal coordinate transformations(Diff); xµ → x′µ = xµ + ξµ (x);

g′µν (x′) = gµν (x) + ξν,αg
µα (x) + ξµ,αg

αν (x) +O
(
ξ2
)

write field variables in the same coord. frame of reference to intimate gauge transf.

⇒ g′µν (x′) = g′µν (xα + ξα (x)) = g′µν (x) + gµν,α ξ
α +O

(
ξ2
)

δDiffg
µν(x) = g′µν (x)− gµν (x) = ξν,αg

µα (x) + ξµ,αg
αν (x)− gµν,α ξα

a mixture of both coordinate and field transformations

4 ∴ Diffeomorphism is a GT(at same point.): δDiffg
µν(x) = ξµ;ν + ξµ;ν = Lξgµν(x)

5 But what is the corresponding sym. generator(constraint) of GR in the context of QFT?
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Gauge Different gauge structures

Diffeomorphism & Yang-Mills gauge structures
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General Covariance Symmetry of GR

What is GR exactly?

1 General principle of relativity (confuses with General Covariance) is no a-priori preferred
metric; (Einstein said he had got rid of the last remnant of space & time(need real care to
understand)), the metric is det’d by local EOM, like electric potentials in QED

2 Fock&Synge: If relativity is physical it can’t be general, if it is general it can’t be relativity

3 Central question to ask is: there are many covariant theories, what is the symmetry group
of the theory? i.e. how dynamical fields are transf./relabelled under the symmetry group

4 This requires redundancy in the field components; a tragedy in modern history of QFT
that the terminology ‘gauge symmetry’ is used instead of ‘constrained theory’

5 GR is a gauge theory with dynamical d.o.f being the metric which transforms under the ∞
dim. Diff. Group; usual gauge theory is:

∏
xGx (also ∞ in dim.); ∴ principle fiber bundle

frameworks based on local gauge group i.e GL(4R) won’t work for gravity

6 Within 3d spatial Diff. Inv. gauge symmetries; it is possible to modify the theory to
improve the UV by adding higher dimension operator(i.e. Cotton-York tensor) but still
capable of maintaining Unitary, yet, captures features of Einstein’s gravity at low energies
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History Einstein’s opinion on GW

Einstein believes no GW in 1936

Very special features of GR:

1 EOM is constrained by the field equations to guarantee its symmetry

2 Necessary to show motions in question were allowed by the same field eqt.(the initial data

problem). This is more important when one considered what type of motion gave rise to

radiation, i.e. who will radiate? particle in free falling or being held in observer’s hand?

answer is not obvious; or if BH merging following geodesic radiates or not?
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GW 3 problems of GW

Tension between GW & GR

1 GW poses 3 problems: that of

Propagation: Expanding around Minkowski vacuum;

gµν = ηµν + hµν ⇒ 2hTTij (x) = 0 with solution hTTij (x) = ζijexp(ik · x− iωt)

⇒ Two local d.o.f. despite diffeomorphism invariance

Generation: i.e. in the radiation zone hTTij (t, r,n) ' 2G
c4r

∂2

∂t2
[Iij(t− r

c
)]TT

Detection: δL
L
' h, for r > 6× 108 l.y., ω

2π
' 100Hz, h 6 10−21

⇒ absorption of energy is necessary during detection

2 These may or may not be compatible with the 4d General Covariance
of Einstein’s GR, i.e. H(x) = 0

3 Feynman(1957): ‘don’t be so rigorous or you will not succeed’
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aLIGO results aLIGO & QG

GR after aLIGO’s discovery of GW

1 aLIGO shows existence of GW, so it is time to confront:

GW is massless(< 1.2× 10−22eV ) radiation

GW needs a background independent and dynamical metric explanation

Existence of GW radiation ⇒ Gravity is not emergent(like em wave imply QED)
and this radiation naturally requires quantization as in QED

GW manifests the 2 local d.o.f of GR, despite diffeomorphism invariance. If
diffeomorphism invariant theory can have 2 local excitations, why shouldn’t they
carry local(not global or quasilocal) energy?

If a gravitational wave in flat space has wavelength λ what is its momentum and
energy? Doesn’t the de Broglie relation and E = hν hold?

Need dispersion relation satisfies particle-wave duality to transit from QM to QFT

i.e. dispersion relation; vi = pic2

E
, correctly captures particle-wave duality for

massless photon; E = hν, p = h
λ

to build the corresponding QFT
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